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 Preface
 This double issue of the  European Journal of Combinatorics ,  and the recent conference
 on ‘Discrete Metric Spaces’ held at the Zentrum fu ¨  r Interdisziplina ¨  re Forschung in
 Bielefeld , Germany on 18 – 22 November 1994 , arose from the enthusiasm of a group of
 authors working in this field .
 At the begninning of this century most continuous spaces were considered by M .
 Frechet and F . Hausdorf f , and later , in the work of K . Menger and L . M . Blumenthal ,
 discrete metric spaces became more than just a curiosity . During the past twenty years
 we have observed an explosion of interest triggered by many applications in graph
 theory , operations research and optimization , and also in biology , chemistry and
 human sciences .
 Tragically , during the preparation of this volume one of the authors , Svatopluk
 Poljak , was killed in a car accident . He was an active and prominent worker in the
 subject , and a good friend to us all . He will be remembered with af fection by all the
 authors of this volume , and by the Editors of the journal .
 The workshop was generously supported by the Zentrum fu ¨  r Interdisziplina ¨  re
 Forschung , by the Sonderforschungsbereich Diskrete Strukturen in der Mathematik ,
 and by DIMANET , the European Network on Discrete Mathematics in the framework
 of HCM contract number ERBCHRXCT 4061 PL 950696 . Only through the support of
 these organizations was the success of the conference possible . The authors wish to
 express their thanks and appreciation to all these institutions and also to the Editors of
 the  European Journal of Combinatorics ,  who of fered to publish these papers from the
 conference .
 W . Deuber
 M . Deza
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